2002 subaru forester exhaust

See our other listings. If you have questions about the product or your order please contact us
via eBay Messages for assistance. Thank you. Business Hours. See Item Specifics section for
additional specifications about this part. Additional Information. We distribute Exhaust Manifold
Gasket's. This may be an OEM Product. OEM designates a replacement part made by the
manufacturer of the original partinstalled on the vehicle when it was first produced. Most cars
are originally assembled with parts made by companies other than the one whose emblem
appears on the vehicle. For example, BMW does not manufacture parts, they assemble parts
from many parts manufacturers into a finished vehicle. We sell this item in increments of 1,
which may be less than you need for your application. Check the compatibility information in
the listing to discover the qty your vehicle may require.. Vehicle Fitment Summary. Also review
the notes section in the compatibility chart for additional specifications about this part. The
engine types may include 1. This part fits v ehicles made in the following years ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, Interchange Part Numbers. This item may interchange to the following part numbers
from other brands. This is provided for reference only and does not guarantee that the part your
are buying is identical to the part numbers from the brands listed below. We Care about you and
your vehicle!!! We have been helping people in need of auto parts and repairs dating back to
Through the years we have learned that providing quality parts at a fair price; while offering
great Customer Service whenever it is requested has been the key to our longevity. We want
your experience at our eBay store to be fulfilling and rewarding. The listed Shipping Location is
subject to change without notice in order to fill the order. We have a no-hassle return policy, as
well as a one-year warranty on everything we sell; so you can feel confident when you make a
purchase with us. After you buy a part from us you are not "stuck with it" if something goes
wrong - please contact us only via the eBay message system, and we will do our best to fix it for
you and get you back on the road again. Save our store as your Favorite, click the follow us link,
and come back and visit us again. Return shipping paid by. All rights reserved. Fast shipping
directly to my house, was wrapped very well for protection and it was a perfect fit. Skip to main
content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Catalytic Converter. Exhaust Clamp. Exhaust Gasket.
Exhaust Hanger. Exhaust Manifold Bolt. Exhaust Manifold Bolt and Spring. Exhaust Mounting
Kit. Exhaust Nut. Exhaust Pipe. Exhaust Pipe Kit. Exhaust Pipe to Manifold Gasket. Exhaust
Resonator. Exhaust Resonator Kit. Exhaust Resonator and Pipe Assembly. Exhaust Spring.
Exhaust Stud. Exhaust System. Exhaust System Insulator. Header Pipe. Muffler with Gasket. Air
Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts.
Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. AP
Exhaust. DIY Solutions. Shop By Vehicle. API Muffler - Rear. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options:
Free Ground Shipping. Walker Muffler. Bosal Muffler - Rear. Bosal Muffler. Features: Engineered
to provide excellent exhaust performance Made from gauge aluminized tubing Enhances
horsepower and torque Built to OEM specifications Corrosion resistant. AP Exhaust Muffler.
Walker March 7th, Posted by Excellent Price. Bosal I needed to replace the muffler on my
Subaru Forester and this Bosal was a good fit. March 9th, Posted by Good OE fit muffler.
August 25th, Posted by Dave recommends. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Subaru Forester.
Catalog: Q. Catalog: B. Walker Muffler Click to Enlarge 8 Reviews 4. Reliability indicates how
models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold
up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information
available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey, our
reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest
subscriber survey of Subaru Forester owners. The owner comments describe problems
respondents experienced with this vehicle. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. I knew this was a problem with these
cars and it was quite expensive. It was replaced with a low milage engine". Water pump and
timing belt were also replaced at that time". We had the head gasket replaced. It was an
expensive procedure". Gasket previously failed before, about and was repaired then". I finally
took it to a shop to be fixed, spent a lot of m". No additional engine problems occurred as a
result of the head gasket issue". Poor design! Engine will need a complete reseal soon". In
order to repair it, the top half of the engine must be disassembled and removed. Then the
gasket is replaced, then the engine is rebuilt. About 16 hours labor charged". Common for this
model at ". Mechanic said common problem.. Needed replacement. Was quite expensive".
Mechanic said it is a chronic problem with H4 Subaru engines". The dealer told us there was a
problem with the manufacturer's gasket. We were able to drive it while we were waiting for the
appointment". I had mine replaced once about 9 years ago, and it's leaking again. Plus, I was in
a hurry and ignored a suspicious noise, probably the water pump, and kept driving until the

timing belt broke and disaster struck. This car could have lasted some more years if not for
me". Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil
leaks. This was in response to my complaints of a strong gasoline odor in very cold weather.
The dealer tightened the fuel line clamps to fix the problem". In addition, oil leaks from where
the oil filter attaches to the block". Unsure of where remaining leaking is occurring". It requires
adding addition oil only every 2k miles or so, and therefore is typically resolved by regular oil
changes". First time this had to be done". This is the second time the head gasket has leaked.
The first time the engine was repaired under warranty. This time I may just get rid of the car". I
need to put at least a quart in every miles". However, did not note any leaks in the engine".
Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack
and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars,
bushings, electronic or air suspension. It is perfect now. Had to replace all 4". Still a wonderful
little car with very few problems. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. The
mechanic told me it was an emissions problem". Have not determined cause. Have not had it
repaired. Seldom drive this car. Torn axle boot on RF wheel. Not yet replaced". Low mileage but
old. So not surprising. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Headlight socket melted - Ieave lights on full time , that
was a minor repair. According to the car, I've been moving in the save direction for a couple
years now". Cruise control no longer works". Presumably, the bulb was bad. Ordered a
replacement pigtails for both sides; replaced the right only. All fine since. Cost to replace is way
to high - have to remove much of dashboard". However, temp gauge is located in bad location
under steering wheel. Over heating of engine was not noted until too late which cause major
engine damage. Mechanic had just gone over engine before trip". This caused air and water
leaks. We were able to use Flex Seal to fill the gaps, but were unable to re-install the plastic
frame ourselves. The Flex Seal has worked very well. The system of attaching the stripping to
the body is not very good, and are difficult to repair at home". Sounds like the muffler is loose".
Had to remove it". There can be a slight whistle at times. Over time, the rubber seals lost
flexibility and wind noise increased. Read-out says replace catalytic converter". I've even had
one repair place tell me I needed a new catalytic convertor, but second opinion said I didn't".
Ran fine while check engine light was on". However the previous owner drove the car for only
23 miles at a time, living close to work. Often on the oxygen sensor light has turned on". When I
have it checked, it usually indicates the fuel cap, but I have had multiple O2 sensors replaced".
Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration,
squeaking, brake failure or wear. New rotors, pads, flushing of hydraulic fluid. No idea as to why
they are failing so quickly". Mechanic diagnosed a frozen caliper, which was replaced. When
this event happens, the steering wheel shudders. As well, the whole brake assembly heats up
and is damaged, requiring replacement. I suspect poor quality aftermarket non-Subaru certified
parts as being the problem. Yet my driving rather sedate try to maximize gas mileage, soft starts
and stops ". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Not an
unexpected repair. It had completely disintegrated. It had slept once but then failed completely
about miles later. I have pulled a light trailer off and on for the past five years that I have owned
it". So, we replaced the clutch while replacing the bearing". This is the first time i needed a
clutch in any of my cars with less than miles". Replacement required 4 trips to the shop. Says
more about repair shop than vehicle, I guess". No after-market mechanic wanted to". Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Had it
repainted". Waxed car two times yearly with hi-quality products, washed car weekly with
product made for car finishes". Gradually getting bigger. No rust involved at this point. Trying
to decide whether worth while to repaint since body intergrity does not appear to be an issue.
An appearance issue only, at this point. I think this was the 5th CV boot for this car". The car is
in limited use until we can get it to a mechanic. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water
pump, thermostat, overheating. I drove to car too much afterward which caused my engine to
fail. Both are fixed after large expenses. No problems since. Simple replacement and recharge
completely solved the problem". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls,
portable music device interface e. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Took it in to the garage
and found the starter needed replacing". Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission
computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping
transmission. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. IN surname repaired,
but I believe they used an inferior windshield glass ,as it started to pit quite soon thereafter.

Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Subaru Forester Change Vehicle. A
car-based SUV, such as the Forester, provides many of the advantages of a traditional
sport-utility--all-weather versatility, higher seating position, and interior space. It also offers the
comfort and road manners of a car. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall
Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble
Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor.
Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric
System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics.
Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our
latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on
how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Cylinder head
"head gasket leak" Scott A. Water pump and timing belt were also replaced at that time" Peter F.
No additional engine problems occurred as a result of the head gasket issue" Tim S. Engine will
need a complete reseal soon" Robert M. We were able to drive it while we were waiting for the
appointment" Anonymous, BC Subaru Forester 2. This car could have lasted some more years
if not for me" Sandra P. Engine mounts "Broken" Thomas L. The dealer tightened the fuel line
clamps to fix the problem" Ritchie R. Unsure of where remaining leaking is occurring" Ronald J.
It requires adding addition oil only every 2k miles or so, and therefore is typically resolved by
regular oil changes" Robert G. This time I may just get rid of the car" Jerry K. I need to put at
least a quart in every miles" Terry S. Catalytic converter "Check Engine light" Ronald J. The
mechanic told me it was an emissions problem" Helga K. Not yet replaced" David H. Clock
"clock, and dash illuminating lights no longer work - cost of repair is prohibitive - dash
illuminating lights are not a luxury. According to the car, I've been moving in the save direction
for a couple years now" Anonymous, CA Subaru Forester 2. Cost to replace is way to high have to remove much of dashboard" Anonymous, VA Subaru Forester 2. The system of
attaching the stripping to the body is not very good, and are difficult to repair at home"
Anonymous, BC Subaru Forester 2. Sounds like the muffler is loose" Shana K. Emission control
devices includes EGR "The check engine light is always on and will probably prevent the car
from passing inspection this year. Ran fine while check engine light was on" Steven K. Often on
the oxygen sensor light has turned on" Ray J. Antilock system ABS "ABS sensors routinely
indicate a failure condition, but technicians can find no failure and recommend expensive
replacement of major system components" John B. Yet my driving rather sedate try to maximize
gas mileage, soft starts and stops " Michael W. I have pulled a light trailer off and on for the past
five years that I have owned it" Ray J. This is the first time i needed a clutch in any of my cars
with less than miles" Sanford R. Says more about repair shop than vehicle,
2006 scion tc fuel pump relay location
chrysler town and country 2001 parts
2002 cadillac deville alternator
I guess" Jonathan G. Loose exterior trim or moldings "The passenger side outside trim either
fell off or was stolen" Emily V. Had it repainted" Beckwith R. Waxed car two times yearly with
hi-quality products, washed car weekly with product made for car finishes" James P. Antifreeze
leaks "this was associated with the gasket problem" Peter F. CD player "hey, it is fifteens years
old. Battery not hybrid or electric "battery died overnight. Took it in to the garage and found the
starter needed replacing" Martin G. Glass defects "Went through a head-on heavy sandstorm in
the Ownes Valley. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. Read Recall
Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check
Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

